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Abstract

For nearly 200 years, choropleth mapping has been used to depict the values of sta-
tistical variables for predefined areal units. Although choropleth maps are concep-
tually less straightforward than laypersons commonly expect, they are prevalent, 
preferred by users and constructed with technical ease. While static choropleth 
maps are especially useful to portray the variation of the mapped variable in space, 
animated choropleth maps have their merits in showing the dynamic change of such 
spatial patterns. In order to reduce visual complexity and/or emphasize relevant 
spatial patterns, cartography has established a long tradition of generalizing the 
mapped values of static and dynamic choropleth maps, either by applying some sort 
of smoothing procedure or – much more commonly – by reducing the wealth of in-
dividual values to a few ordinal classes, with each class depicted by a unique symbol. 
However, commonly used classification algorithms ignore the spatial contiguity of 
static- and the spatial and temporal contiguity of dynamic choropleth maps and es-
tablish class breaks solely based on the distribution of values along the number line. 
Together with their strict adherence to crisp class breaks, common classification 
routines themselves thus introduce “visual noise” in the imposed regionalization, 
even for data that is highly autocorrelated in space and – in the case of animated 
time series data – time. This reintroduced fragmentation of the map image due to 
classification counteracts its purpose of reducing visual complexity.

This thesis tackles this problem and develops a new classification approach that 
honours the spatial structure of the data. Reasoning that the consideration of space 
in the classification process only makes sense if space plays a role in the data itself, 
the influence of the spatial component in the classification adjusts to the degree 
of spatial autocorrelation found in the data. Applied to positively autocorrelated 
data, the method leads to a reduction in visual complexity, at the expense of slightly 
overlapping classes in the value domain. While the latter can be tackled by a speci-
fically developed visualization concept or by referral to somewhat fuzzy but useful 
“folk” classifications, a major drawback of this initial approach is the contrast reduc-
tion or even elimination of local outliers that should be preserved in the final map. 
Hence, a heuristic approach was developed to identify and preserve local outliers 
and thus even increase their visual salience against the overall less fragmented map 
image. Furthermore, the approach was extended to the temporal dimension. It is 
well known that our cognitive capacity is easily exceeded when watching visually 
complex map animations of time-series data. 

While the first part of this thesis develops the methodology and validates the reduc-
tion of map complexity based on well-established spatial and temporal complexity 
metrics, the second part is dedicated to empirical research. Although the method 
was initially developed for cartographic classification, it can also be directly applied 
to unclassed (animated) choropleth maps, smoothing them in space and/or time ac-
cording to the degree of spatial and/or temporal autocorrelation in the data while 
preserving local outliers. An extensive empirical study was conducted to determine 
whether users of unclassed choropleth map animations benefit from spatial, tempo-
ral, or spatiotemporal value generalization. While the hypothesized improvement in 
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the detection of general patterns and trends due to value generalization could not 
be confirmed for the synthetic map stimuli used, results show significant improve-
ments in the detection of local outliers when generalizing in space. Moreover, map 
users seemingly prefer spatially smoothed map animations. Linking the empirical 
results to concepts and findings from vision studies allow for plausible interpreta-
tion, shedding additional light on our perception of animated choropleth maps.
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Preface

My dissertation project was not planned. It started out of pure curiosity, followed by 
intense discussions with my dear colleague Martin and thus started as a joint endeavour 
- in the best academic sense. Looking back on ten years of working on and off on this 
project, simply following the logical progression of an initial academic question, I´m still 
happy about the way this “happened” to me and thankful about the freedom I received in 
following my path. Nevertheless, I´m also glad that it has finally come to an end. 

This cumulative thesis consists of four core papers. In principle, they can be lined up in a 
row and read from the first to the last without much need for a connecting thread. I will, 
however, set the stage with some introductory views on univariate choropleth maps and 
refer to related work I have done and guide the reader through the project by providing 
some context.
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8Introductory views 
on choropleth maps

This thesis is about a new method for value generalization of univariate choropleth maps. 
In order to approach the core of this research, let me share some views on this specific 
type of map. Let us start at the very beginning. 

The first choropleth map (from Greek χῶρος choros ‚area/region‘ and πλῆθος plethos 
‚multitude‘) was developed by Charles Dupin (1784−1872) and dates back to 1826 
(Figure1). Dupin, a civil engineer, and member of the French Academy of Sciences, 
used his map entitled “Carte figurative de l’instruction populaire” to show school 
attendance rates for 85 départements in France. As he mapped the number of people 
in relation to each boy attending school, the common lightness scheme for paper 
maps (higher rate is darker) is inverted, showing “enlightened” départements under 
British influence with high attendence rates (low number of people per schoolboy) 
and dark départements with little influence from Britain and low attendence rates in 
this unclassed choropleth map (Korycka-Skorupa & Pasławski, 2017).

One page of history

Figure 1:		 The first choropleth map. 
Source:   Korycka-Skorupa & Pasławski, 2017
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Nowadays, the choropleth map is the workhorse of thematic cartography. Depicting 
the value of some statistical variable for predefined spatial units - like the inciden-
ce rate of a pandemic infection for different countries or the unemployment rate 
following in its wake - by their colour or (much less commonly) pattern, choropleth 
maps are often the first choice to portray the variation of such variables across a 
geographic area. They are especially suited to show spatial patterns (Schiewe, 2019; 
Slocum, McMaster, Kessler, & Howard, 2009; Tyner, 2010) and are arguably the most 
common type of thematic maps (Slocum et al., 2009; Woodruff, Heyman, & Sheesley, 
2021). There might be several reasons behind the popularity of this particular type of 
thematic map: First, vast amounts of data are aggregated to (often administrative) 
units, be it for reporting or for privacy protection purposes. Open data policies and 
well developed (geo)data infrastructures increasingly facilitate access to such data. 
Second, laypersons are familiar with this type of thematic map appearing in their 
social media feeds, newspapers and magazines. Many people might thus favour cho-
ropleth maps over less common alternatives that they are not as familiar with. This 
interpretation is in line with a study by Mendonça and Delazari (2014), where 269 
participants were asked for spontaneous preference between a choropleth, a gra-
duated symbol and a dot map. While 73% chose the choropleth map, only 15% and 
11% opted for the graduated symbol and dot map, respectively. Finally, choropleth 
mapping is one of the most widely available thematic mapping techniques, imple-
mented in easy-to-use web services for charting and mapping, available in standard 
JavaScript libraries for data visualization, an option in several desktop apps for data 
analysis or even spreadsheet calculation and, naturally, realized in advanced GI and 
mapping software.¹

The popularity of choropleth maps gives rise to the question of whether people can 
read them properly, though. A recent study by Słomska-Przech and Gołębiowska 
(2021) based on 366 students and comparing choropleth, graded symbol and isoli-
ne maps provides an unusually clear answer: Yes, people are quite good at solving 
common map reading tasks when using choropleth maps. Compared to the other 
two map types, the group who used the choropleth maps was more effective (larger 
share of correct answers) and more efficient (shorter answer time) in all 11 tasks, 
including the task of comparing values that were thought to be better represented 
by graduated symbol maps (Slocum et al., 2009). Moreover, users found the tasks ea-
sier when working with a choropleth map. While Słomska-Przech and Gołębiowska 
(2021) compared static maps, Roth et al. (2020) used four different types of thematic 
“slippy” web maps.² His comparison of slippy choropleth-, graduated symbol-, dot 
density- and tinted isoline maps based on 171 participants did not result in signifi-
cant difference in correctness between the four thematic map types for the tested 
map use tasks as long as no interactivity was involved. For tasks that required in-
teractivity, however, choropleth and tinted isoline maps performed best, while dot 
density maps yielded the worst results. The authors of both studies suggest that 

Introductory views on choropleth maps

Choropleth maps today — 
prevalent, preferred and understood

 1
A non-comprehensive 
overview can be found 
at https://chartmaker.

visualisingdata.com/

 2
 Slippy web maps give a 
user the experience of a 
global map with unlimi-

ted pan and multiscale 
zooming capabilities. The 
most prominent examples 

are the global reference 
maps of the leading tech-

companies.
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the good performance of choropleth maps might be a result of the high familiarity 
of users with this type of thematic map due to its widespread use in popular media 
(Roth et al., 2020) or in school atlases (Słomska-Przech & Gołębiowska, 2021). The 
already mentioned study by Mendonça and Delazari (2014) provides a slightly dif-
ferent view on task performance using different map types. While the three groups, 
each working with a different map type in a web environment, performed equally 
well on information acquisition tasks, the dot map group slightly outperformed the 
choropleth map group on more advanced spatial reasoning tasks. Thus, Mendonça 
and Delazari (2014) did not establish a direct link between map preference and map-
reading performance.

Although choropleth maps are widespread, popular, easy to read and produced wit-
hin a few clicks in your favourite mapping or data visualization platform, they are 
also the “most abused” map type (Slocum et al., 2009, p.250) that can easily mislead 
the map user (Dent, Torguson, & Hodler, 2008; Monmonier, 2005). Despite the tech-
nical ease of production, choropleth mapping requires careful thought about various 
aspects of the mapped data and visualization options (Foster, 2019; Słomska-Przech 
& Gołębiowska, 2021).

Back in 2015, I was invited to contribute a chapter to a book on reflexive map work aimed 
at teachers in secondary education. Each article was to be accompanied by practical 
exercises to be conducted in the classroom. Whereas most articles dealt with topics from 
the domain of critical cartography (Crampton & Krygier, 2018; Harley, 1989), it was 
immediately clear to me what I wanted to tell. Drawing from my experience in lecturing 
cartography classes, I noticed the various pitfalls and misconceptions students struggle 
with when mapping spatially aggregated, statistical data. Obviously, this does not just 
affect my students, as demonstrated by the huge number of (mostly unintentionally) ill 
crafted, not very useful or even misleading maps of this type floating around the media. 
Although teachers and pupils predominantly do not make maps, they use them. Insofar I 
found (and still find) it important to improve respective (geo)media literacy. In a chapter 
entitled “Statistik in Karten – Flächenkartogramme verstehen” (engl. „statistics in maps 
– understanding choropleth maps”) (Traun, 2016), I follow the whole process chain from 
the - often vague - definition of the phenomenon to be mapped to a (and not “the”) final 
choropleth map. I draw from this and several other publications I did in the field of car-
tography to elaborate the following sections.

Introductory views on choropleth maps
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Personally, I like the definition of maps by Harley and Woodward (1987, p. xvi) as 
“graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of things, concepts, 
conditions, processes or events in the human world”.³ It is wide in scope and focus-
ses on the role of maps as valuable instruments to foster spatial cognition. According 
to the congruence principle from cognitive design (Tversky, 2005), the structure and 
content of visualizations - including maps - should correspond to the desired struc-
ture and content of their cognitive representations. The basic cartographic concept 
of scaling geographic space is suitable in this respect, since distances and directions 
between entities are adequately represented by the scaled distances and directions 
of their corresponding map symbols (except when mapping at small scales). This 
makes it easy to develop plausible mental models of physical space.

Considering the numerous depictions of different kinds of spatial phenomena as 
choropleth maps, we might have more “choropleth-like” mental representations 
than is desired. To give an example, the homogeneously filled, administrative areas 
delimited by sharp boundaries of choropleth maps might not be the best cognitive 
representation of population (density), a phenomenon constituted by conceptual 
points (=persons), exhibiting great variation within administrative units and largely 
ignoring their boundaries. MacEachren and DiBiase (1991) organize thematic map 
types by the visual metaphor they evoke about the spatial structure of the represen-
ted phenomenon. To support the most adequate metaphor, they suggest using the 
relevant map type when visualizing spatially aggregated data (Figure 2).

Introductory views on choropleth maps

The visual metaphor 
of choropleth maps

 3
 Interestingly this defini-
tion does not include the 

mapmaker, as for example 
the definition of the In-

ternational Cartographic 
Association (1996):”A map 

is a symbolized image of 
geographical reality, repre-
senting selected features or 

characteristics, resulting 
from the creative effort of 

its author‘s execution of 
choices, and is designed for 

use when spatial rela-
tionships are of primary 

relevance.” This is insofar 
remarkable, as Harley and 
his decedents were argua-

bly more interested in a 
societal than in a spatial 
understanding based on 

maps.

Figure 2:		 Models of geographic phenomena and suggested symbolization methods. 
Source:   Traun, Klug, and Burkhard (2017), simplified after MacEachren and DiBiase (1991)
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When evaluating actual map type prevalence according to this system, choropleth 
maps are greatly overused, even in other categories in this scheme than the intended 
(but rarely occurring) category of spatially continuous phenomena, abruptly chan-
ging in space. People are, however, seemingly able to cope with not perfectly intui-
tive visual abstractions of spatial structure, at least when they use choropleth maps 
for practical tasks. In their stimulus-maps, Słomska-Przech and Gołębiowska (2021) 
use examples of spatially discrete phenomena like the number of supermarkets or 
vegetable stalls per 100.000 inhabitants. Despite the obviously inappropriate visual 
metaphor, the choropleth map group performed best. 
Nevertheless, the question remains whether the omnipresent use of a choropleth-li-
ke metaphor shapes mental representations of quite different spatial structures in 
an unfavourable way. There are positive and negative findings for comparable ques-
tions in cartography: For example, the psychologist Stephen Palmer (1992) found 
that distances between points within the same enumeration unit are estimated to 
be shorter than (actually shorter) distances between points in different enumeration 
units. This led him to formulate the Gestalt principle of visual grouping by “com-
mon region” (Traun, 2015). Similarly, Hruby, Avelino, and Ayala (2016) found that 
distances between cities on world maps are memorized more exactly when the con-
nections between related cities are not cut by map edges. On the other hand, there 
is hardly any empirical indication for a “Mercator effect”, which assumes that the 
exposition to nonequal area projected world maps, in particular, the (Web) Mercator 
projection, leads to wrongly sized areas (countries, continents) in people’s cognitive 
maps (Battersby & Montello, 2009; Lapon, Ooms, & De Maeyer, 2020).

Introductory views on choropleth maps
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Common choropleth maps are easily made, as statistical data are often published 
for administrative units. Colouring each polygon that represents the respective unit 
according to its statistical value is a straightforward task and seems to provide a spa-
tial view of the phenomenon the statistic indicates. If the resulting spatial pattern 
of the map legitimately represents the spatial pattern of the phenomenon is not just 
a question of an appropriate colour scheme but largely depends upon the amount 
of structural error involved. There are several sources of error associated with cho-
ropleth maps: Error due to zoning, derivation of rates, varying spatial density of the 
base data and classification. While discussing these issues, I also point to various 
variations of common choropleth maps that have been proposed as solutions to spe-
cific problems.

Error due to zoning
Data shown in choropleth maps is typically aggregated to spatially irregular admi-
nistrative units of different sizes. In most cases, the spatial layout of those units does 
not correspond to the phenomenon under question. To give an example, population 
density normally does not “care” much about administrative boundaries. Missing 
spatial congruence between administrative units and areas of relatively homoge-
neous population density leads to mixing effects, diluting the actual spatial density 
patterns. In addition, population density changes might be conveyed at locations 
(namely along the boundary of adjacent administrative units of different mean po-
pulation densities) where the actual density is relatively uniform. The underlying 
modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) (Madelin, Grasland, Mathian, Sanders, & Vin-
cent, 2009; Openshaw & Taylor, 1979) can be divided into a scale component and a 
zoning component. While increasingly larger units result in more and more “aver-
aged” densities or rates (Figure 3), even different boundary locations of comparably 
sized polygons (Figure 4) can lead to considerable differences in the aggregated va-
lues. Aside from alterations in the resulting spatial pattern of the map, which might 
lead to the map reader reaching different conclusions (Nelson & Brewer, 2017), the 
MAUP can have severe consequences for further, especially multivariate statistical 
data analysis (Fotheringham & Wong, 1991). Moreover, if purposefully misused, it 
can undermine democracy in majority-voting electoral systems, as the long history 
of the gerrymandering practice demonstrates (Engstrom, 2013).

Introductory views on choropleth maps

Structural error in 
choropleth maps 
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Figure 3:		 An example for the scale MAUP: Increasingly “averaged” unemployment rates for  
  german “Länder” (left) compared to the smaller administrative unit “Kreise”   
  (right). 
Source:   Traun (2016)

Figure 4:		 An example for the zone MAUP: Spatial aggregation of the same dataset using 
  different zones of equal size can lead to different numerical results and visual   
  impressions. 
Source:   Translated from Traun (2016)
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Aggregation units tailored to the mapped variable are a solution to minimize this 
source of error. By using ancillary information on the spatial distribution of the 
phenomenon, spatial units can be derived that exhibit high internal homogeneity 
and borders delineated along marked changes in the phenomenon under question. 
Dasymetric mapping (Eicher & Brewer, 2001; Petrov, 2012; Töpsch, 2009) uses such 
units grounded in the geography of the aggregated data itself. As data for bottom up 
aggregation is rarely available, already aggregated data from different (e.g. adminis-
trative) units are disaggregated to the new, more meaningful zones. There are vari-
ous disaggregation schemes, from a simple binary disaggregation to mask out areas 
where the phenomenon does not occur to more advanced methods using some form 
of weighted disaggregation. Dasymetric methods are often used for population map-
ping, as spatially fine-grained population information is relevant in many contexts 
like disaster risk management (Schlacher, 2014) or geomarketing (Freire & Santos, 
2012), and ancillary information on population density is easily acquired through 
remote sensing, secondary topographic information or emerging data sources pro-
viding geolocated measures of human activity (Batista e Silva et al., 2020). Although 
the interest in dasymetric maps has been steadily increasing since around the year 
2000, the common choropleth maps are still much more prevalent. Reasons that 
could explain the lower prevalence of dasymetric maps might include limited use 
cases, more effort required to create them, and a comparably low temporal stability 
of the aggregated units.

On the other hand, a common issue with choropleth maps is the differing sizes of 
aggregation units (compare Liechtenstein to Russia, when aggregating data on the 
country level). Significant differences in the area of enumeration units have three 
consequences:

1. A higher chance of spatial inhomogeneity of the mapped variable in larger 
areas leads to differences in the degree of within-region levelling throughout 
the map. Various levels of spatial aggregation (scale MAUP) within the map will 
likely hamper the interpretation of the mixed-scale patterns.

2. If aggregating absolute values or counts, like the GDP or number of people 
per country, large units will receive high values “by default” if the underlying 
phenomenon is evenly distributed in space (Figure 5). It seems impossible to 
mentally disentangle this correlation between size and value4 to correctly judge 
the spatial distribution of the variable itself (Slocum et al., 2009).

3. Larger areas are more salient in the map, although a higher visual prominence 
might not be justified in many cases (Roth, Woodruff, & Johnson, 2010; Speck-
mann & Verbeek, 2010). I will cover this aspect in a later section, as it is strongly 
related to density-variations in the underlying base data.

Introductory views on choropleth maps

 4
“Value” in both meanings 

of attributive value and 
colour value (=lightness), 

although the same, 
positive correlation is just 
achieved in maps using a 
dark background and an 
inverse (lighter = more) 

sequential colour scheme. 
In traditional sequential 
colour schemes based on 
a white background (dar-
ker = more), the relation-
ship between attributive 
value and colour value is 

inverted.
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Figure 5:		 Only standardized data (rates) should be used for choropleth maps with enumera- 
  tion units of varying size. 
Source:   Traun et al. (2017), inspired by Slocum et al. (2009 p.67)
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There are two alternative approaches to overcoming the first mentioned consequen-
ce, namely the mix of different aggregation levels: The first is dasymetric mapping, 
as it largely prevents the MAUP itself, and the second is the use of regular grids like 
rectangular rasters or hexagons to define the aggregation units instead of irregularly 
sized administrative entities. While statistical authorities increasingly use the latter 
approach and aggregate data to regular, sometimes hierarchical grids (Kaminger, 
Katzlberger, & Rainer, 2010; Strobl, Prinz, & Wonka, 2004), disaggregation of con-
ventional data to grids using dasymetric approaches is also common (Batista e Silva, 
Gallego, & Lavalle, 2013). 

Regularly gridded choropleths are also an option to resolve the second issue, the 
aggregation of absolute values. Another frequently chosen alternative to this issue 
(apart from switching to different cartographic representations like dot density or 
proportional symbol maps that are suitable for representing aggregated totals) is to 
stay with traditional choropleth maps and standardize (normalize) data. Slocum et 
al. (2009) list several possibilities to adjust raw totals for different sizes of enume-
ration units:

Dividing area-based totals by the area of enumeration units (e.g., forested area/
total area → can be expressed as a percentage of forested area for each unit) or 
by other area-based totals (e.g., the grubbed area over the last year/forested area 
→ can be expressed as a percentage of grubbed forest areas over the last year for 
each unit) 

Calculating densities by dividing totals by the area of enumeration units (e.g., 
number of people per square kilometre)

Computing the ratio of two totals, neither of which involve areal measures (e.g., 
the number of COVID19 infections within the last 7 days/number of people → 
can be expressed as 7-day COVID19 incidence rate for each unit)

Deriving some kind of summary statistic for each unit like the arithmetic mean 
or standard deviation (e.g., the average size of farms or standard deviation of 
peoples’ income within each unit) 

The choice of standardization technique requires careful consideration as it greatly 
impacts the overall message and the spatial pattern of the resulting map. Beyond 
that, a potential issue in the calculation of local rates is their statistical stability, as 
outlined in the next section.

Unstable rates
In the case of comparably rare events and/or small population sizes per enumeration 
unit, local rates, like the rate of people suffering from a certain type of cancer or 
being victims of a certain crime easily lead to erratic results due to random events. 
Given, for example, a global incidence rate of one occurrence of a certain disease per 

Introductory views on choropleth maps
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10.000 people and year, an enumeration unit consisting of 100 people will have a 
100-times elevated local incidence rate if an inhabitant gets the disease just by plain 
chance. It is immediately clear that it does not make sense to draw any conclusion 
regarding the local risk or looking further for contributing co-located risk factors 
based on the unstable rate in this rather extreme example. 

The expected rate-variance is inversely related to the population under risk within 
each enumeration unit (Anselin, Lozano, & Koschinsky, 2006). In the typical case 
that population numbers vary between enumeration units, a potential mix of stable 
and unstable rates within a single map makes it difficult to judge the relevance of 
specific patterns or (spurious) outliers without additional information. 

There are several ways to deal with the problem of unstable rates due to small num-
bers: Obviously, the use of larger spatial aggregates stabilizes rates as the deno-
minator (population under risk) increases. Aside from the confidentiality of indi-
vidual-related data (Kaminger et al., 2010), rate stabilization is another argument 
for hierarchical (mixed) grids as flexible aggregation units for demographic data. 
Given that event occurrence is temporally stable, a similar way to stabilize rates is 
the extension of temporal aggregation intervals. In the field of health statistics and 
disease mapping, a number of approaches were developed to adjust local rates for 
rare events, including smoothing (Kafadar, 1996; Shi et al., 2007) and various forms 
of Bayesian estimations and models (Best, Richardson, & Thomson, 2005; Clayton & 
Kaldor, 1987). Typically, rates are adjusted towards the global or regional mean, with 
greater adjustments for enumeration units with small population numbers. Other 
(or supplemental) approaches to cope with unstable yet uncertain rates are sensiti-
vity assessments of the final map to attribute uncertainty (Huang, Lu, Mack, Chen, 
& Maciejewski, 2019; Xiao, Calder, & Armstrong, 2007), and the application of dedi-
cated, robust classification schemes (Koo, Chun, & Griffith, 2017; Mu & Tong, 2020). 
In addition, a number of cartographic techniques was developed to visualize uncer-
tainty along with the value itself (MacEachren et al., 2005). Such a visual depiction 
of attribute uncertainty in choropleth maps can be achieved using side-by-side map 
pairs (MacEachren, 1992), by sequentially changing between value and associated 
uncertainty maps (Kardos, Moore, & Benwell, 2006), or through various forms of bi-
variate representations within a single map (Kinkeldey, Mason, Klippel, & Schiewe, 
2014; MacEachren, Brewer, & Pickle, 1998; Roth et al., 2010).

Error due to varying spatial 
density of the base data 
In most cases, the geographic phenomena, or entities of which the attributes are 
measured, are not distributed evenly across space (as the objects in Figure 5), but 
rather show significant variation in spatial density (Figure 6). This can further com-
plicate the interpretation of choropleth maps, as the thematic relevance varies 
across the map and is not expressed by the area-related visual salience of polygons. 

Introductory views on choropleth maps
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US election maps are a classic example, with each county coloured according to the 
winning party, regardless of the number of voters represented. Such maps, primar-
ily representing land instead of votes, easily lead to wrong impressions of political 
power relationships. Schiewe (2019) confirmed the higher visual salience of larger 
areas in an empirical study: Test persons overlooked small areas containing extreme 
values significantly more often than if the extreme valued polygons were compara-
bly large. 

There are several proposals to adjust visual salience according to thematic relevan-
ce: 

Area cartograms resize enumeration units proportional to an attribute value. 
This equalizes the mean density of the aggregated objects (e.g., population den-
sity) for each polygon, and uses the resized geometries to show the measured 
variable (e.g., percentage unemployed) by colour or shading (Sui & Holt, 2008). 
Depending on construction type, individual resizing, however, breaks topology 
(non-contiguous cartograms) or leads to severe shape deformation (contiguous 
cartograms), hampering localization. Empirical results suggest that contiguous 
cartograms are less effective and efficient for making inferences about popula-
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Figure 6:		 Night light emission as a proxy for the spatial distribution of population. 
Source:   NASA (https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/NightLights)
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tion census data when compared to choropleth maps supplemented with pro-
portional circles (Kaspar, Fabrikant, & Freckmann, 2011).

Roth et al. (2010) introduced value-by-alpha maps, reducing the transparen-
cy (alpha) value of enumeration units with less relevance (e.g., if sparsely po-
pulated). Thus, the colours of these units desaturate and fade into the visual 
background. In their “Cartogram cubed” scheme (Figure 7), they position va-
lue by alpha maps as the optimal solution for visual equalization, topology and 
shape preservation. Hruby (2016) adds choropleth grid (or hexagon) maps and 
dasymetric maps along the edge that connects traditional choropleth and value-
by-alpha maps. While this intermediate position in terms of visual equalization 
makes sense in cases where object density itself is the thematic focus (low den-
sity is expressed by low, typically less salient values, as mixing of different den-
sities within units is reduced), there is seemingly no gain in visual equalization 
when an attribute (proportion) of those objects is portrayed, especially if this 
proportion is somehow related to object density. Different political preferences 
in rural and urban areas are a perfect example of such a link.

Introductory views on choropleth maps

Figure 7:		 Cartogram cubed schema. 
Source:   Roth et al. (2010), Schema developed by co-author Zachary F. Johnson in 2008.
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Choropleth maps can be overlaid with symbols (often circle outlines), proportio-
nally scaled to the absolute value of the proportion or density expressed by the 
colour of the enumeration units. This allows judging absolute and standardized 
magnitudes within one map and directly points to over- or underemphasised 
areas by relating the area of enumeration units to the area of the respective circ-
les. However, in doing so, we are departing from the original choropleth-map-
ping concept by combining it with proportional symbol mapping.

A relatively new approach towards the problem of varying salience due to dif-
ferences in area size stems from the broader information visualization commu-
nity and gained popularity due to its use by major news outlets like The New 
York Times or The Guardian. “Equal area unit maps” (Schiewe, 2021), “tile maps” 
(McNeill & Hale, 2017) or “tile grid maps” (DeBelius, 2015) are different terms for 
the same concept of simply representing each enumeration unit by a geometric 
figure of the same size and shape, arranged in a way that roughly approximates 
the real world geographic configuration of the symbolized units (Figure 8). It 
clearly depends on the actual map purpose if such a view (equal visual weight for 
all units) justifies the geometrical error introduced by this concept.
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Figure 8:		 Equality among states in this hexagon based equal area unit map of the US. 
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Error due to classification
In contrast to an unclassed choropleth map that maintains the numerical data re-
lations, the reduction of interval- or ratio-scaled data to ordinal classes inevitably 
introduces error. While this error could be conceptualized as the difference in the 
(perceived) colour of each enumeration unit between the classed and the unclas-
sed version of the map, it is commonly measured as the deviation of a value from 
the mean or the median of the class it belongs to.5 For the whole map, this error of 
individual enumeration units can be summed up to the absolute deviations from 
class means and further standardized by dividing this value by the sum of absolute 
deviations from the mean of the entire dataset. The resulting mean tabular error 
index (TEI) is bounded by zero (as many classes as unique data values) and one (all 
data fall into a single class) and decreases with increasing class numbers (Jenks & 
Caspall, 1971). The positive framing of the TEI is the tabular accuracy index (TAI) 
which inverts the TEI by subtracting it from one. Thus, a classification with a TAI of 0 
is the least accurate, while a TAI of 1 means no classification error. A related measure 
is the goodness of absolute deviation fit (GADF), which uses medians instead of means 
(Slocum et al., 2009). Both indices are used to compare the local “accuracy” of clas-
sification results to the benchmark of unclassed values and can support decisions on 
class numbers or classification algorithms. 

Aside from the quite obvious tabular error expressed by the TEI, Jenks and Caspall 
(1971) defined two other kinds of classification errors in their seminal paper, namely 
the overview error and the boundary error. While the tabular error treats enumeration 
units equally, irrespectively of their size, the overview error weights individual de-
viations from the class centre by the size of the area of the respective polygon. This 
follows the rationale that the deviation of the numerical value from the class centre 
has a higher impact for larger areas, and thus an error measure accounting for size 
can better predict the “overall overview quality” of a classed map. The boundary 
error, in turn, refers to the degree to which large value differences between neig-
hbouring polygons (“cliffs in the data model” - (Jenks & Caspall, 1971 p.229)) are 
maintained as boundaries between classes in the classed map. These lines of high 
contrast separating uniform regions of enumeration units within the same class do-
minate the visual representation of the map and thus should follow major value 
breaks in the statistical surface. If predominantly large value differences become 
class borders, the boundary error is low. While a tabular error minimizing classifica-
tion (Jenks, 1977) is the default option in major GI-applications, a classification that 
minimizes the boundary error (Armstrong, Xiao, & Bennett, 2003; Robert G. Crom-
ley, 1996) or overview error (Armstrong et al., 2003) is commonly not implemented 
in GI-software or mapping packages. 

Although it is evident that the definition of the classification error is not straight-
forward and that it depends on the perspective related to criteria that should be 
preserved in the final map, the question arises whether it is advisable to introduce 
this error to choropleth maps at all. In contrast to other structural errors, the clas-
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sification error is easily avoided by waiving the classification and using unclassed 
maps. This leads us to the final section of this introduction, approaching the core of 
this dissertation.

I like several aspects of cartography. One of my favourite is its wide angle as a scien-
tific discipline, allowing for multiple, yet quite different, perspectives on maps. Whi-
le it is out of the scope of this work to discuss various paradigms of cartography 
(see, for example, Traun et al. (2013) or Traun (2013a) for more information on this 
matter), it makes sense in this context to contrast two paradigms of cartographic 
research, namely the map as a model and the map as an image (Fernández & Buchroi-
thner, 2014; Sui & Holt, 2008). 

The map as a model paradigm follows an analytical tradition and positions maps as 
analytical tools used, for example, for hypothesis testing on spatial clustering of 
patterns (Sui & Holt, 2008). Thus, the map serves as a (primarily) quantitative and 
as precise as a possible model of geographic reality that is analysed by mathematical 
and/or statistical means. Typical research topics of this tradition, rooted in Waldo 
Tobler’s quantitative geography from the late 1960s, are data structures and the de-
velopment of algorithms (Fernández & Buchroithner, 2014). From this perspective, 
unclassed choropleth maps are superior to their generalized cousins, as they more 
closely resemble geographic reality and prevent unnecessary error. Not surprisingly, 
Waldo Tobler himself put forward the concept of unclassed choropleth maps. His 
initial article on this topic Choropleth maps without class intervals? (Tobler, 1973), 
was published in “Geographical Analysis”, a journal dedicated to geographical theory, 
model building, and quantitative methods and led to a hot debate within the cartogra-
phic community. 

The map as an image paradigm, on the other hand, denotes the communicative and 
cognition oriented tradition in cartography in the wake of Arthur Robinson’s se-
minal book The Look of Maps (Fernández & Buchroithner, 2014). In this tradition, 
maps are seen as inputs to the ultimately decisive cognitive representations of geo-
graphical reality (Montello, 2002). Therefore, maps need to be designed with the 
human cognition and its limitations in mind (Traun, 2015). Typical research is often 
grounded in psychological literature and emphasizes the design of visual symbols, 
colour use, visual hierarchies etc., to achieve appropriate and effective maps (Sui & 
Holt, 2008). 

Interestingly, much work on cartographic classification is floating between these 
two paradigms: Applying data-driven algorithms in line with the “map as a model” 
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paradigm (like the Fisher-Jenks algorithm (Jenks, 1977), to name the most promi-
nent one), researchers aim for easy to grasp “map images”, containing the essence 
of the spatial configuration of the mapped phenomenon in the respective context of 
the map. Retrospectively, my own work is no exception to this balancing act between 
the “speech of the data” and the goal of more comprehensible maps.

But what makes a choropleth map more comprehensible? Aside from the choice of 
meaningful data, an appropriate colour scheme6, and a well-designed legend7, the 
answer to this question largely depends on the context of the map and the task of 
the map user. It makes a huge difference whether, for example, a map is intended for 
initial data exploration, to emphasize specific spatial characteristics within the data, 
to gain an overview of the spatial pattern, to search for local outliers, or to compare 
values of different enumeration units (see Schiewe (2016) for an overview of choro-
pleth map use tasks). However, improved readability, and thus comprehensibility, 
is most often associated with a reduction in graphic complexity (Bregt & Wopereis, 
1990; Alan M. MacEachren, 1982; Slocum et al., 2009; Yamahira, Kasahara, & Tsu-
rutani, 1985). 

Reducing graphic complexity is at the core of cartographic generalization. Never-
theless, limiting generalization to this function falls short, as generalization also 
encompasses the amplification of specific information that is deemed relevant in a 
given context. Examples related to choropleth maps are using classification to reveal 
patterns in skewed distributions (as discussed below) or highlighting polygons with 
local extreme values (Schiewe, 2017), a pathway I have also taken in this research.

Generalization can address the geometry (geometric generalization) and/or the va-
lues (semantic generalization) of choropleth maps: 

In contrast to its significant importance in topographic mapping, geometric ge-
neralization has received comparably little attention in the context of choro-
pleth maps. It can be achieved by simplification of enumeration unit boundar-
ies, the choice of larger units for aggregation (e.g. states instead of counties) or 
by amalgamation of units below a certain area size (McNabb, Laramee, & Fry, 
2018). Karszniaa (2019) points to the importance of enumeration unit sizes that 
preserve the specific global and local spatial patterns of a phenomenon, striving 
for the sweet spot between a rather diffuse and too complex image resulting 
from units that are too small and the loss of valuable information by choosing 
an aggregation level that is too large. 

Semantic (value) generalization of univariate choropleth maps can either be 
achieved by smoothing the data with any sort of neighbourhood function or by 
combining raw data into classes, with each class depicted by a unique symbol 
(Slocum et al., 2009). Smoothing, as done by Herzog (1989), for example, is rat-
her rarely practised and primarily used to remove spurious outliers due to un-
stable rates, as already discussed. Classification, in turn, has received enormous 
attention in the cartographic community, resonating in cartographic textbook 
chapters, particularly devoted to this topic. 
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My approach towards value generalization presented in this thesis was originally de-
veloped for classification but can also be directly applied to the values as a constrai-
ned (=excluding local outliers) smoothing procedure that adapts to the degree of global 
autocorrelation within the data. The latter results in unclassed but (value) generalized 
maps, such as have been used in my empirical study on the effects of the method on map 
perception (article 3 & 4). Thus, I have used the more generic term “value generalization” 
instead of “classification” in the title of this dissertation. 

Classification
Classification serves as a filter that helps us to make sense of a complex world 
(Armstrong et al., 2003). While this sentence is indisputable from a perspective of 
human cognition, as categorization applies meaning to sensory experience (Lakoff, 
1987), it has been fiercely debated whether or not cartographic classification helps 
in acquiring information from choropleth maps. Several experimental studies were 
conducted on this matter, comparing either classed and unclassed maps (Harrower 
(2007b); Mak and Coulson (1991) Muller (1979)) or optimally classed maps with va-
rying class numbers (Alan M MacEachren (1982), Gilmartin and Shelton (1989) and 
Mersy (1990)). As unclassed maps can be considered classed maps with n-classes 
(Robert G Cromley, 1995), clear tendencies in the latter studies can contribute here 
too. Due to different study designs, results are, however, not fully conclusive in some 
respects. Thus, Harrower (2007b) requested a continuation of the now less popular 
but still important research strand on perception and cognition of classed and un-
classed maps. Apart from exceptions like testing a hybrid approach (Stewart & Ken-
nelly, 2010) (Figure 9) not much has happened so far and a comparably recent review 
on unclassed maps (Kelly, 2017) is more concerned with the technically achievable 
number of unique shades of different software products than with perceptual issues.
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Figure 9:		 To class or not to class, that is the question. - Not for James Stewart and Patrick   
  Kennelly, elegantly combining classed (colours) and unclassed (height impression  
  evoked by soft shadows) data in their illuminated choropleth maps. 
Source:   Stewart and Kennelly (2010).
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Acquisition and recall of specific information
For the acquisition of the individual value of an enumeration unit by matching 
its colour shade to the legend, classed maps with a sufficient number of classes 
are superior to unclassed maps (Mak & Coulson, 1991). This is due to simulta-
neous contrast, hampering to match the shade of an enumeration unit with a 
continuous tone legend. Although classed maps level within-class differences 
and thus just allow for inferring value intervals from shadings, they are still pre-
ferable in this context (Slocum et al., 2009). In today’s predominantly interacti-
ve map-use contexts, however, values of individual enumeration units are easily 
provided by direct selection (Harrower, 2007b). Thus, this advantage of classed 
maps is of declining importance. 

Comparing 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 class maps on recall efficiency for individual values, 
Alan M MacEachren (1982) found that maps with fewer classes were more effec-
tive. In a comparable study by Mersy (1990) using 3, 5, 7 and 9 class maps, recall 
performance for the 3 class map was highest too, although the results were not 
as consistent as in MacEachrens study.

The basic map use tasks of estimating values for particular enumeration units 
(and memorizing them) is certainly important. Even more important, however, 
is the function of choropleth maps to foster the recognition of patterns in geo-
graphical datasets and the resulting cognitive regionalization of data values. 

Revealing hidden patterns
Classification can enhance meaningful parts of the spatial signal that remain 
unnoticed in unclassed maps that maintain the numerical data relations. As you 
can see in Figure 10, the unclassed map (a) of the highly skewed distribution of 
population density in Austria (based on municipalities) hides most of the na-
tionwide spatial pattern. Even state capitals like Klagenfurt or Innsbruck with 
considerable densities of 841 and 1262 people per square kilometre are hardly 
distinguished from rural areas with low population densities. The extreme den-
sities of several districts of Vienna use up most of the “available bandwidth” of 
the continuous sequential colour scheme. In comparison, an (only) 4-class map 
of the same data (b) highlights cities, including all state capitals. Moreover, it 
reveals a belt of considerable population density surrounding the Alps and con-
necting Salzburg, Linz and Vienna and (more or less) continuing further south 
to the basins of Graz and Klagenfurt. In addition to this horseshoe-shaped belt 
that is bounded by peripheral regions like the “Waldviertel” in the north, linear 
structures of major, densely populated alpine valleys like the Inntal, Rheintal, 
or the Muhr-Mürz-Furche become evident from the map and complement the 
overall map-image. Some other populated valleys like the Salzachtal fall victim 
to the MAUP.

Introductory views on choropleth maps
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Figure 10:	 Unclassed	(a)	and	classed	(b)	map	of	the	population	density	in	Austria	by		 	
	 	 municipality	(Gemeinde)	in	2019.	Class	breaks	originating	from	a	geometric		
	 	 progression	classification	were	slightly	rounded.	
Source:   Own work based on Esri-Living Atlas data.
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Although the unclassed version might be beneficial in a first exploratory view as it 
stresses the enormous range in densities and the difference between Vienna and 
the rest of the country, it fails to provide insight into the spatial pattern of common 
population densities throughout Austria. A modified version, using the quasi-con-
tinuous-tone approach of Brassel and Utano (1979) and thus relaxing the rigour of 
direct representation of the original data values, provides much detail in rural re-
gions, while urban districts with densities between 450 and 28.000 are not further 
differentiated and put into a single class (Figure 11). Setting aside this loss in the 
discrimination of urban densities, this map is richer in information than the four-
class map in Figure 10b, as it allows the reader to establish ordinal relationships 
among nearby 8 enumeration units and thus provides further local differentiation 
and a more nuanced view of the global pattern already described. While the global 
pattern might not be as salient as the rather bold and simple depiction in Figure 10b, 
which version is preferable clearly depends on the purpose (detailed data explora-
tion, establishing of a rough but easy to remember spatial concept), and the context 
of the map (target audience, limitations in viewing time, etc.).
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In addition to the discussion above, classification is important in the case of par-
ticular threshold values in the data that should be highlighted on the map (Muller, 
1979). Governmentally fixed warning levels of near-ground ozone concentrations 
being used as predefined class breaks are an example of such an – according to 
Evans’ (1977) taxonomy - exogenous classification system. When certain statistical 
properties of the data are of primary interest, classification also has its merits (Mak 
& Coulson, 1991). Normally distributed data classed by standard deviations from 
the mean emphasize the spatial location of elements at the tails of the distribution, 
while a quantile classification might answer questions like, “Where are the poorest / 
richest 10% of municipalities on the map?” In addition, the purely rank-based trans-
formation of the quantile approach makes it ideal for comparing maps (and thus 
spatial correlations) of variables stemming from different distributions (Brewer & 
Pickle, 2002; Olson, 1972).

Emphasizing patterns by reducing visual complexity
Assessing the visual content from a choropleth map, we seemingly organize space 
by delineating meaningful shapes based on the colour similarity of enumeration 
units. In doing so, we perform a sort of cognitive regionalization by visually seg-
menting regions of high and low values, zones of transition in-between and proba-
bly certain local outliers that deviate from the global pattern 10. Within this process, 
we can freely move our visual attention between global and local patterns, whereby 
attention is directed from the interplay of bottom up (perception) and top-down 
(long-term memory) processes (Snowden, Thompson, & Troscianko, 2012). While 
top down processes are highly individualistic as they depend on individual prior 
knowledge related to the map content, bottom up processes are better predictable 
and thus under a certain level of control by the mapmaker (MacEachren, 2004). As 
already discussed in the previous section, cartographers use data classification to 
support and direct visual and subsequently cognitive regionalization (Dent, 1993). 
But to what extent (if at all) do map-readers effectively benefit from the imposed 
regionalization by classification? 

Muller (1979) as well as Mak and Coulson (1991) asked participants to delineate 
three categories of regions (high, medium and low) from unclassed maps. With few 
exceptions, the results between persons were quite similar. Muller pointed out that 
the averaged result of all delineated regions in his study was also comparable to an 
optimal three-class map. Hence, classification is rather dispensable, as map users 
can easily regionalize the unclassed-shadings on their own. Commenting on Mullers 
study, M. W. Dobson (1980) noted that this does not necessarily mean that users 
can as effectively store and recall the patterns from an unclassed map as they can 
do from a readily classed map. Like other proponents of classification, M. Dobson 
(1979) suggested that unclassed maps easily lead to information overload due to 
their higher visual complexity. An example of this general notion is related to the 
effort of Bunch and Lloyd (2006) to bring cognitive load theory (Sweller, van Merrien-
boer, & Paas, 1998) to cartography. To illustrate the expertise reversal effect (Kalyu-
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ga, Chandler, & Sweller, 1998), they pointed out that novices are overwhelmed by 
the complex map-image formed by too many classes, while experts need the added 
complexity of more classes (or unclassed maps) to further build on their already 
available knowledge-structures. Thus, they implicitly assumed that map classifica-
tion leads to a reduction of cognitive load. Mersy (1990) directly tackled the question 
of the probable disadvantages of more classes on the recall of global patterns. She 
found that a greater number of classes decreased one’s ability to recall overall pat-
terns and concludes that too many categories make the overall pattern appear more 
complex than it actually is and may serve as noise when users attempt to reconstruct 
the basic pattern from memory. In a comparable study, Alan M MacEachren (1982) 
came to a contrary result, as he did not find any influence of the number of classes 
on the ability to recall general patterns. He concludes that the ability to distinguish 
among classes is not necessary to develop, store and recall a general pattern of the 
map distribution. 

Obviously, the reduction of visual complexity (or cognitive load, when relating to 
Bunch and Lloyd (2006)) due to classification is not as certain as previously assumed. 
From my current perspective, a reasonable explanation is twofold:

1. Our visual system is especially sensitive to edges of high contrast (Snowden 
et al., 2012). During segmentation of objects from our visual field, such high 
contrast edges act as object contours. A homogenous object-fill bounded by high 
contrast edges results in a strong figure-ground perception (Wagemans et al., 
2012), leading to a clearly defined yet perceptually salient object 11. Contiguous 
groups of enumeration units of the same class/colour or even single polygons 
surrounded by different classes easily form such visual objects. In classed colour 
schemes for quantitative data (be it sequential or diverging), the contrast bet-
ween neighbouring classes usually decreases with the number of classes. This 
is due to its common construction, as the overall contrast-range between high-
contrasting colour endpoints is commonly divided into perceptually equally 
spaced steps, and thus, more classes mean smaller steps in contrast. This leads 
to significantly elevated edge contrasts between neighbouring classes 12 in maps 
with a small number of classes compared to many- or even n-class maps. Hence, 
the perceptual salience and thus the cognitive “object-character” of contiguous 
polygons bounded by polygons of the neighbouring class is stronger in maps 
with low class numbers. In other words, low class numbers lead to a perceptu-
ally stronger regionalization. An increase in the number of classes leads to an 
increase in the number of regions (contiguous polygons of the same class). The 
reduced edge-contrast between neighbouring regions of many-class maps, ho-
wever, might compensate this to a certain degree, as it facilitates the integration 
of the comparably less salient regions into composite visual objects on a hig-
her hierarchical level (Feldman, 2003; Wagemans et al., 2012), delineated along 
boundaries of higher class differences and/or steep gradients in colour change. 
In turn, the limited number of objects in visual working memory (Luck & Vogel, 
1997) and thus cognitive load might not be necessarily exceeded by increased 
class numbers. 
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2. While maps with comparably low class numbers form “perceptually strong” 
visual objects, these cartographically imposed regions often result in a rather 
fragmented map image containing “visual islands” that are not necessarily mea-
ningful, even when the underlying data exhibits strong positive autocorrelation 
in space. The reason for this lies in the fact that common methods of cartogra-
phic classification ignore the spatial configuration of data and strictly cling to 
the dogma of non-overlapping class breaks along the number line. Figure 12 
shows three such “visual islands”. While the municipality with a density of 49 
(left map section) falls slightly below its neighbours’ class starting at 51, the 
two visual islands in the right section of the map are a little too high to form a 
(from a thematic perspective quite logical) visual group with their surrounding 
enumeration units of rather similar values.

As MacEachren (2004) points out, we regionalize space in our everyday life by “folk 
classifications” (p.166f.), striving for attribute similarity and spatial contiguity, si-
milarly to geographic regionalizations of soils or climate zones. The resulting, spa-
tially contained cognitive regions like „high income neighbourhoods“ or “Covid-19 
hotspot regions” are comparably simple in geometry but effective in daily decision 
making. Relating such folk classifications to common cartographic classification, 
MacEachren (2004) poses the question whether it would not be better to use classi-
fication-approaches that come closer to such folk classifications and thus the likely 
knowledge structures of map readers instead of clinging to non-spatial classification 
systems, even if they are optimal (Jenks, 1977) in a statistical sense. 

Introductory views on choropleth maps

Figure 12:	 Examples of visual islands due to values slightly below or above a class break in this  
  non-spatial, crisp classification.	
Source:   Map details from Figure 10b.
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As is evident in Figure 12, visual fragmentation of contiguous regions often occurs 
due to values that are relatively similar to their neighbours but “accidentally fall 
onto the wrong side of the class border”. If we want 13 choropleth maps that com-
municate concise and easy to remember regions, comparable to folk classifications, 
a classification system that puts space into the equation and locally adapts class 
breaks to prevent such visual islands would be beneficial. Altering class breaks local-
ly, however, has the consequence of globally overlapping classes. While slight class 
overlaps are acceptable when referring to folk classifications in a sense of fuzzy class 
definitions of “high”, “medium” and “low” values, it only seems adequate to include 
spatial properties like contiguity in the classification process, if space plays a role 
in the data. Or to frame it another way: If the data is completely unrelated in space, 
it does not make sense to use its spatial configuration as an additional dimension 
in the classification. Thus, it would be useful to think of a method that adjusts the 
influence of spatial contiguity in the classification process by the “importance” of 
space within the data. Doing so seems especially beneficial when relaxing the res-
triction of class overlaps imposed by conventional classification, as it provides some 
guidance on how far to go with such a relaxation. We can further extend this view to 
the temporal dimension, when thinking of animated time series of choropleth maps. 
In this case, not just the spatial but also the temporal aspect deserves attention. 
Based on these considerations we can formulate the following research question.

How can we reduce visual complexity in static and dynamic choropleth maps 
by explicit consideration of the spatial and/or temporal contiguity and its ove-
rall relevance within the data?

The time has come to outline the structure of this research.

Introductory views on choropleth maps

13
Whether or not we want 
this, clearly depends on 
the context of the map. 
There will be instances 

where we probably do not 
want to impose regions 

beforehand, but provide 
an unclassed map as the 

most “truthful” image 
(Monmonier, 1996a) and 
leave the regionalization 

up to the user. 
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This thesis consists of four core papers. All of them were first-authored by myself 
and underwent a double-blind peer review by two to four reviewers. With the ex-
ception of paper #3, all papers were published in journals that are indexed by Web 
of Science and Scopus and belong to the highest ranking journals (first quartile of 
impact factors) in the domain of geography, planning, and development according 
to the current SCImago journal rankings. Paper #3 will be published in Issue 2-2021 
of GI-Forum Journal, which is indexed in DOAJ and Scopus.

Paper #1 and #2 are methodologically oriented research articles, while paper #3 and 
#4 focus on empirical research. 

Paper #1 addresses the problem of choropleth maps that are fragmented and visu-
ally complex due to a non-spatial data classification and outlines a new classifica-
tion approach that locally adjusts class breaks to remove irrelevant visual islands, 
and thus reduces visual complexity. The strength of these adjustments adapts to the 
degree of spatial autocorrelation in the data. Aside from a cartographic concept to 
handle overlapping classes, first ideas to guarantee the preservation of meaningful 
visual islands resulting from local outliers in the data are discussed.

Paper #2 transfers the method from paper #1 to choropleth map animation of time-
series data as it is well known that our cognitive capacity is easily exceeded when 
watching visually complex map animations, and value generalization was identi-
fied as a possible solution. Thus, the method is further developed by integrating the 

Thesis structure

Article Title Authors Journal
Decision on the 
initially submit-
ted manuscript

Year of pu-
blication

Paper #1

Autocorrelation-Based Regioc-
lassification – a self-calibrating 
classification approach for 
choropleth maps explicitly con-
sidering spatial autocorrelation

Christoph Traun 
& Martin Loidl

International 
Journal of Geogra-
phical Information 
Science

major revisions 2011 (online) 
2012 (print)

Paper #2

Complexity reduction in 
choropleth map animations by 
autocorrelation weighted gene-
ralization of time-series data

Christoph Traun 
& Christoph 
Mayrhofer

Cartography and 
Geographic Infor-
mation Science

moderate revisions 2017 (online) 
2018 (print)

Paper #3

Design of an Experiment to Eva-
luate Modes of Value General-
ization in Animated Choropleth 
Maps

Christoph Traun, 
Gudrun Wallen-
tin & Manuela 
Schreyer

GI-Forum Journal minor revisions
Accepted, 
forthcoming in 
Issue 2-2021

Paper #4

Empirical Insights from a Study 
on Outlier Preserving Value 
Generalization in Animated 
Choropleth Maps

Christoph Traun, 
Manuela Schreyer 
& Gudrun Wal-
lentin

ISPRS Interna-
tional Journal of 
Geo-Information

minor revisions 2021
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temporal dimension and improving the detection and preservation of local outliers 
in space and/or time. Furthermore, the article presents an application that enables 
the user to freely adjust the weight between the spatial and the temporal influen-
ce on classification and allows an interactive exploration of autocorrelative data 
structures in space and time. A case study demonstrates the trade-off in spatial and 
temporal complexity reduction by applying established complexity metrics for both 
dimensions to real world data.

Paper #3 and paper #4 are closely related as both are concerned with an extensive 
empirical study with 440 participants. In this study, the improved method from pa-
per #2 was applied to synthetic time-series data to empirically assess and compare 
the effect of spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal local outlier-preserving general-
ization on the perception of general trends and local outliers in unclassed choro-
pleth map animations. While both papers are based on the same study and thus have 
some inevitable overlap, the angle of each of the two papers is entirely different:

Paper #3 focus on empirical study design related to the cognition of animated cho-
ropleth maps. Based on five design parameters inherently connected to the respec-
tive experiments, it compares studies from the literature and develops the design of 
the empirical study mentioned above, justifying respective decisions. Special emp-
hasis is put on the differences of within-subject and between-subject study designs. 
Using repeated subsampling of a small portion of the empirical data gathered from 
the mixed design of the final study, the greater statistical power of the within-sub-
ject design was proven, even when correcting for differences in the number of data 
elements analysed. 

Paper #4 presents and discusses the results of the empirical study from a cognitive 
angle. It answers the question of whether users of unclassed animated choropleth 
maps benefit from local outlier-preserving value generalization of data in space, 
time, or a combination of both dimensions. While the hypothesized improvement 
in the detection of general patterns and trends was not confirmed for the type of 
map stimuli used, results showed significantly higher detection rates of local out-
liers when generalizing in space. Moreover, map users preferred spatially smoothed 
map animations. Linking the empirical results to concepts and findings from vision 
studies allow a plausible interpretation, shedding additional light on our perception 
of choropleth map animation. 

In addition to these core papers, I have highlighted six supplementary publicati-
ons 14 in the references section that are directly (e.g., Loidl & Traun, 2013) or indi-
rectly (e.g., Traun, 2015) related to this thesis and have already been referenced in 
the introduction or will be referenced hereafter. While I did not include these artic-
les in the main document to keep it concise, links to their electronic versions can be 
found on my departmental webpage: 

tinyurl.com/christophtraun 

Thesis structure

14
Supplementary publica-

tions include two journal 
articles, three book chap-

ters and one conference 
paper. With one exception 
they are first-authored or 

single authored by myself.
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 Research does not happen in a vacuum. Rather, it is embedded in a social framework 
and driven by personal interest. Although it might be unusual to find personal comments 
amidst a doctoral thesis, I want to provide the reader with some context, as I think this 
makes the overall project more tangible. Related to the first paper, this context illust-
rates two things: Firstly, how rethinking concepts for teaching can inspire research, and 
secondly, how intense discussion and well-functioning teamwork can lead to an exciting 
academic adventure that bears fruit.

All of this started with my colleague Martin and me writing a web-based cartography 
textbook 15 for the postgraduate UNIGIS study program we are still employed in. We 
dedicated one of the fifteen lessons to cartographic classification. In sharing the same 
office and both not being averse to academic discussions, we discovered a strange gap 
between the purpose of choropleth maps to communicate spatial patterns and the fact 
that common classification algorithms, which arguably support this purpose, completely 
ignore the spatial structure of the data. Not knowing that we were by far not the first who 
thought about the integration of spatial contiguity into classification, we immediately 
started to search for a solution - luckily not in the academic literature, as this surely 
would have dampened our enthusiasm - but by developing one ourselves. The outcome of 
this highly interactive and in all aspects joint endeavour was research paper #1 – it was 
the first journal paper for both of us. 

This is now a decade ago, and due to the ill structured, discursive process, it is hard to 
attribute individual contributions, but since this is my thesis and not Martin’s, I´ll try my 
best. Having some background in spatial statistics, I came up with the idea to look into 
Morans’I scatterplot, as it nicely combines the values of each polygon and its neighbours 
in a single diagram. Martin drew the first perpendicular lines to the regression line, and 
we were delighted to see how this makes sense for our purpose. While Martin was effi-
cient in systematically searching the literature to compile our reading list, I saw the need 
to preserve local outliers and proposed LISA statistics for that purpose, something I re-
vised in paper #2. If I remember correctly, I also had the idea of the cartographic concept 
for the overlapping classes. We conducted the case study jointly and drafted, wrote, and 
rewrote the paper together in a shared document. To us, it was not important to gain 
academic reward – it was our question, our answer, our exciting project - we were in the 
flow.

About one year later, we were invited to contribute a paper to a special issue of the Inter-
national Journal of Geoinformatics. For this purpose, we extended our case study by ap-
plying three classification algorithms (Jenks optimal, quantile classification & our own 
method) to three datasets and compared the results based on indices on class coherence 
and map complexity (Loidl & Traun, 2013). Results show that our method effectively re-
duces visual complexity while still performing well in respect to tabular classification er-
ror 16, and much better than a quantile classification. Again, we jointly wrote that paper 
in a shared document. In terms of authorship, we decided to put Martin’s name first, as 
he was the driving force behind that publication, compiled the data and did most of the 
calculations. As the impact of this article on the advancement of my topic is limited, I 
chose to not include it as a core paper of this dissertation.

How all of this started

15
 Printing out the final 

result of this long-term 
project fills over 400 

pages.

16
 We used the Goodness of 

Variance Fit, a measure 
similar to the TAI (see 
the introduction), but 

using squared instead of 
absolute deviations from 

the mean. 
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By that time, Christoph Mayrhofer, a smart master’s student and very talented pro-
grammer, had already implemented our method as an add-on in ArcMap (Mayrhofer, 
2012), which made it easy to apply our classification approach to different datasets. You 
will find his name on the next page too.

How all of this started
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 To me, moving on to map animation was a logical step, as I expected visual complexity 
(and its reduction) to play a crucial role in contexts where viewing time is short. Diving 
into the respective literature confirmed this intuition. While the basic principles and is-
sues of choropleth maps - as discussed in the introduction - similarly apply to animated 
time-series of such maps, the latter are much more demanding on our perceptive capa-
bilities. “Animated maps are entirely different beasts” - I can still hear those words of my 
main supervisor in the discussion following my thesis-proposal. While he was definitely 
right, to me, it was a worthwhile challenge trying to tame that beast by further developing 
our initial approach. 

Although I still teamed up with Martin for methodical developments in a very different 
field of Geoinformatics (Loidl, Traun, & Wallentin, 2016), we made a clear cut in respect 
to my thesis project. Compared to the intensive teamwork in paper #1, my cooperation 
with Christoph Mayrhofer was quite different in nature but easy and straightforward 
too. After I had developed the methodology, Christoph extended his marvellous piece of 
software accordingly to make things happen. After some testing, I applied the software to 
my case study data and wrote the paper. With Manuela Schreyer and Gudrun Wallentin, 
the co-authors of my last two papers I had similar assignments of clearly defined work 
packages.

In the beginning of this part of the project, I was confident that the integration of time 
(and thus the temporal neighbours) in the classification will be beneficial to the perceived 
complexity of the resulting animations. This notion was also reinforced by the sugge-
stions in the respective literature, which pointed in that direction, either explicitly (see 
for example Harrower, 2003; Monmonier, 1994, 1996b) or implicitly by setting a strong 
focus on the temporal change of individual enumeration units (Battersby & Goldsberry, 
2010; Fish, Goldsberry, & Battersby, 2011; Goldsberry & Battersby, 2009). However, 
watching the actual results of several time-series animations that were classed conside-
ring space, time, or a combination of both dimensions led to initial doubt, about whether 
generalization in time really pays off from a perceptual point of view, despite the obvious 
reduction in the measured number of changes within the animation. Clearly, there was a 
need for empirical evidence.

Adding Time
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 Not only I did write two papers on my empirical study, I also conducted it twice. What 
turned out to become an extensive pilot study with 334 participants happened in 2018, 
while the main study with 440 participants was conducted in 2020. In between, I learned 
a lot. Getting more and more into psychological literature when analysing my quantita-
tive data from 2018, I was increasingly unsure to what extent the results are altered by 
effects of divided attention due to the – as I realized – suboptimal way I designed the first 
version of the experiment. Although a journal paper draft was largely finished, I finally 
turned away from the project and needed some time to get back on track with a new 
attempt and a completely revised experiment-design. Finally, the overall results turned 
out to be rather similar, indicating that the initial flaws did not matter as much as I had 
feared. To keep the main study short, I did not include a qualitative part, as I could use 
the qualitative data from the pilot study, which was not affected.

As noted in the paper, I decided against classification but for testing unclassed map 
animation by directly applying a sequential colour scheme to the transformed and thus 
smoothed data values in the respective dimension(s). I did so for two reasons: Since Har-
rower (2007b) issued valid arguments in favour of unclassed choropleth map animations 
(they are less” jumpy” and facilitate noticing more subtle geographic value shifts), they 
seemingly became more common than their classed counterparts, and I thus considered 
it useful to increase the practical relevance of my research by slightly shifting my focus. 
Furthermore, through “drawing the line” (both in terms of setting an actual class break 
and in the resulting regionalization), every cartographic classification process itself al-
ways adds some arbitrariness to the outcome and might produce unwanted artefacts in 
the regionalization. Although I was (and still I am) confident that Autocorrelation-Based 
Regioclassification leads to visually simpler regionalizations in almost all cases when 
compared to conventional classification, I wanted to remove this additional layer of un-
predictability in the study. Furthermore, to assess the recognition of general patterns, I 
did not test against crisp regionalizations but went the opposite direction by using ex-
tremely blurred, continuously changing colour gradients, eliminating all polygonal geo-
metries. The reason for this was twofold: Firstly, it is undefined, which of the enormous 
number of possible regionalizations could legitimately act as a reference, and secondly, 
I primarily wanted to know whether the reduction in minor, locally scaled visual noise in 
space and time improves the perception of globally scaled patterns. To tackle that ques-
tion, my decision for extremely blurred, yet solely global (although not regionalized) pat-
terns as references seems appropriate. There is, however, still an opportunity for future 
research on regionalized variants by developing different empirical strategies.

Again, I am thankful for my co-authors’ offers to contribute to this project. It seems that 
informal talks about each other’s research are the key to establishing such fruitful colla-
borations. Drawing on her extensive background in spatiotemporal modelling, my dear 
colleague Gudrun conceptualized and implemented the GAMA model for data genera-
tion. Manuela and I met in the statistics PhD-seminar I was attending due to an invita-
tion by my second supervisor. Due to her yearlong programming-experience in “R”, she 
saved me much time by quickly scripting the subsampling approach I have developed to 
compare the study-designs. Since she also did the statistical testing and diagramming of 

Empirical Study x 2
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the quantitative data from the pilot study (I could well use parts of the respective scripts 
when doing the statistical analysis and visualization of the data of the main study), she 
is the co-author of my final paper too. The same applies to Gudrun, as the used stimuli 
still result from her model.

Empirical Study x 2
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In my papers, I proposed several avenues for future research. From those, the de-
velopment of an adequate measure of visual complexity of animated choropleth 
maps seems to me to be the most useful. Such a measure needs to be linked to effec-
tive, perceptive performance by empirical testing and thus could be used as a proxy, 
whether or not map animation is a feasible option for visualization of a specific 
time-series. As such, it need not necessarily be a single global value but could be 
a time-series itself (based on a moving temporal window), indicating sections in 
the animation falling below or above typical limits of intrinsic cognitive load (Har-
rower, 2007a; Sweller et al., 1998). In case of slightly exceeded thresholds in a few 
sequences, animation speed could be reduced for those sections, based on the ideas 
of temporal density equalization developed by Multimäki and Ahonen-Rainio (2015) 
in the context of point event data animations. In developing an adequate measure, it 
is clearly not sufficient to focus on the number of changing polygons (when relating 
to classed maps), as it makes a difference how spatially coordinated those changes 
occur, as discussed in paper #4. It also would not be adequate to sequentially ap-
ply one of the numerous indices of visual map complexity (e.g. Bregt & Wopereis, 
1990; Fairbairn, 2006) or visual clutter (Rosenholtz, Li, & Nakano, 2007) that have 
been developed for or applied to static maps (e.g. Schnur, Bektaş, & Çöltekin, 2018), 
as they would ignore inter-scene variation. Just imagine the “perception stopper” 
of two successive frames with similar low visual complexity in space but comple-
tely different spatial layouts. Such a measure must integrate complexity in space 
and time. Ideally, this integration is based on visual objects that can appear, move, 
grow etc. and probably could be derived by spatial segmentation and temporal ob-
ject linking, applying techniques from object-based image analysis. However, even 
less involved approaches could be tested like a temporal extension of the perception 
oriented sub band entropy measure proposed by Rosenholtz et al. (2007) or, even 
more straightforward, the measure of spatiotemporal autocorrelation developed in 
this thesis.

Additional research could also be directed towards testing the assumed perceptu-
al benefits of applying Autocorrelation-Based Regioclassification to static, classed 
choropleth maps. For this case, the question remains whether reducing the number 
of contiguous regions and the reduced complexity of their shapes 17 effectively fa-
cilitates the perception of global patterns. From a theoretical viewpoint, both al-
terations should improve perception as simpler figures are perceived more easily 
(Kayaert & Wagemans, 2009), and the reduction of the “set size”, namely the number 
of items competing for attention, increases the salience of individual items (Rosen-
holtz, 1999; Snowden et al., 2012). Set size reduction is also expected to increase 
the salience of local outliers in the classed variant. However, it is unclear in which 
situations (e.g., map size, number of features, initial complexity), if at all, the assu-
med effects become evident in perception, cognition, and recall of global patterns 
and local outliers. 

In paper #4, I have already addressed the empirically confirmed increase of local 
outlier salience in unclassed maps due to “restricted” spatial smoothing. Reducing 

Looking ahead, 
sideways and back

17
 Although not separately 

tested, there is a tendency 
towards simpler figures 

when classing positively 
autocorrelated data with 

the proposed method. 
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sification.
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the local contrast among the smoothed enumeration units provides a subtle mecha-
nism to emphasize those enumeration units (the local outliers) that were excluded 
from the smoothing process without getting “too bold”, which would make outliers 
dominate the map image. Comparing this approach to common methods of highl-
ighting that aim for a strong salience-increase of the selected features (Robinson, 
2011), it shares basic properties with focus (Figure 13) and transparency. All three 
methods affect all other features while keeping the target untouched and reduce 
edge-contrast in their surroundings by either reducing the colour contrast of adja-
cent features (smoothing, transparency) or by blurring non-relevant edges directly 
(focus).

Figure 13:	 Highlighting by focus. Blurring the background reduces edge contrast, fostering the  
  perception of the crisp edged figure (state of Salzburg). Other than increased back- 
  ground transparency or restricted value smoothing, this approach also ties in with  
  our experience of focussed/defocussed retinal images provoked by eye’s accom-

 

Source:   Own work prepared for UNIGIS (Traun, 2013b)

modation to the distance of the object we attend to. Thus, it provides a strong 
depth-cue, apparently “pushing” the defocussed background to a distant visual 
level.

It must be noted that, in this context, restricted smoothing will only work if the 
outlines of enumeration units are thin and delicate and thus hardly introduce edge 
contrast on their own.

Relating back to the research question on how to reduce visual complexity in static 
and dynamic choropleth maps by explicit consideration of the spatial and/or tem-
poral configuration and its overall relevance within the data, I conclude that the 
method developed in this thesis provides such a solution. Moreover, it preserves 

Looking ahead, sidewards and back
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(potentially meaningful) local outliers in the map by excluding them from general-
ization. It was shown that the application of the proposed approach to positively 
autocorrelated data in space and/or time leads to a decrease in graphical complexity 
measures in the considered dimension(s) when dealing with classed maps. Applying 
the method to unclassed choropleth map animations, a test of the detection/recall 
performance of global patterns and local outliers yielded mixed results. While there 
was no evidence for improved perception of global spatial patterns, detection rates 
for local outliers (in space and time) were significantly elevated when generalizing 
values in space. In addition, map users preferred such choropleth map animations to 
ungeneralised ones and described them as less complex and easier to comprehend. 
As the hypothesized facilitation in the perception of global patterns due to the pro-
posed method is likely based on different perceptual mechanisms for classed and 
unclassed maps, the empirical results from the unclassed condition cannot be easily 
transferred to the classed condition. 

During this research, I tackled several subordinated questions, resulting in a number 
of “by-products” regarding both new insights and new methodical approaches in the 
cartographic domain: 

A visualization approach to symbolize overlapping classes in the map and the 
legend, based on the precedence of global over local information in visual per-
ception.

A heuristic approach to defining local outliers in space and/or time under condi-
tions of spatial and/or temporal autocorrelation.

The identification of design parameters that need to be considered when con-
ducting empirical user studies on choropleth map animations, including a com-
parative review of existing studies in regard to respective parameter choices.

An approach to empirically assess and compare the statistical power of within-
subject and between-subject study designs.

An assessment of strategies that users adopt to detect and memorize global pat-
terns and local outliers in choropleth map animations and the finding that de-
tection performance of global patterns decreases with age.

I hope that my results help to design choropleth maps for situations in which quick 
and easily graspable maps of reduced complexity are important. Moreover, I hope 
to have contributed to our understanding of how we perceive dynamic choropleth 
maps.

Shortly before I finished this text, I dug out my nearly forgotten thesis proposal from 2014 
to crosscheck plans and achievements. While I was positively surprised about the overall 
fit, a look at the proposed timeline made me smile. Time flies.

•

•

•

•

•

Looking ahead, sidewards and back
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Time flies:	 Non-geographic time series including four cartograms, four chocolate bars and an  
  unfortunate prognosis. White area sizes are proportional to the estimated number  
  of subcutaneously stored calories.
Source:   Birthday present from my daughter Alina, who also helped me with the layout of   
  this document. 

Looking ahead, sidewards and back
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Links to the highlighted supplementary publications can be found on my departmental 
webpage: tinyurl.com/christophtraun
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